2019 - 4th GRADE KAT QUESTIONS (No Music w/Spanish)
LANGUAGE ARTS
1

What are the three main parts of an essay?

1

introduction, body, conclusion

2

What kind of sentence makes a statement?

2

declarative

3

What kind of sentence gives a command?

3

imperative

4

What kind of sentence asks a question?

4

interrogative

5

What kind of sentence shows strong feeling?

5

exclamatory

6

Where do you put the comma when writing the date?

6

between the day and year

7

Where do you put the comma in an address?

7

between the city and state

8

What are two ways to indicate a book title?

8

underline or italicize

9

What is the meaning of the prefix "mis"?

9

wrong

10 What is the meaning of the suffix "ment"?

10 result of doing something

Spell the correct homophone used in this sentence:
"Their house is red."
Spell the correct homophone used in this sentence:
12
live over there."
Spell the correct homophone used in this sentence:
13
"They’re invited to the party."
11

11 t-h-e-i-r
"I

14 What is a group of lines in a poem?

12 t-h-e-r-e
13 t-h-e-y-'-r-e
14 stanza

Finish this line from a famous poem by Longfellow:
"Listen, my children, and you shall hear of the…"
Finish this line from a famous poem by Silverstein:
16
"Clarence Lee from Tennessee…"
Finish this end line from a famous poem by Rossetti:
17
"White sheep, white sheep…"
Finish this line from a famous poem by Angelou: "Life
18
doesn't…"
15

15 "…midnight ride of Paul Revere"
16

"...loved the commercials he saw
on TV"

17 "…where do you go?"
18 "…frighten me at all"

19 Which child is "fair of face"?

19 Monday's child

20 Which saying means "please respond"?

20 RSVP

21 Which saying means "very neat and tidy"?

21 Shipshape

22 Which saying means "a distant or unknown place"?

22 Timbuktu

Which saying means "someone or something is
dependable in both the best and worst of times"?
What kind of story is handed down from the past but not
24
completely historical?
23

25 What is the name of King Arthur's legendary sword?
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23 Through thick and thin
24 a legend
25 Excalibur
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26 How did Alemayu stay warm on a freezing mountain?
27

What ancient Chinese story portrays a son's love for his
aging mother?

26 observed a fire from far away
27 "The Magic Brocade"

28 What is Ichabod Crane's job in "Sleepy Hollow"?

28 schoolmaster

29 Who is the true king of England in Robin Hood?

29 Richard the Lionhearted

30 Who gave the famous speech "Give Me Liberty"?

30 Patrick Henry

WORLD HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY
Which lines of measurement run vertically around the
world, and which lines run horizontally?
What line, opposite the International Date Line, runs 0°
32
through England?
What is the world’s tallest mountain as well as the range
33
in which it is located?
31

31 longitude; latitude
32 Prime Meridian
33 Mount Everest in the Himalayas

34 What is the major mountain range in South America?

34 Andes

35 What two countries make up the Iberian Peninsula?

35 Spain and Portugal

36 About what year did the Middle Ages begin?

36 476 CE

37 What was feudalism?

37 land exchanged for loyalty

38 What famous battle occurred in 1066?

38 Battle of Hastings

39 What separates England from Normandy, France?

39 English Channel

40 What is the name of the Muslim holy book?

40 Koran

41 What is the second largest continent?

41 Africa

42 What are the three major rivers of Africa?

42 Congo, Niger, Nile

Which ancient kingdom did Mansa Musa rule from 1312
to 1337?
Which Chinese dynasty was known for the Silk Road,
44
stretching from China to the Middle East?
43

45 Why was the Great Wall of China built?

43 Mali
44 Han Dynasty
45
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to keep out invaders from the
north
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46 What is another name for the French and Indian War?
47

Who was the monarch of England during the
Revolutionary War?

48 What is the name of the British governing body?
49

52
53
54
55

47 King George III
48 Parliament

What phrase means free from taxes except what has
no taxation without
49
been agreed to in person or by an elected representative?
representation

50 Where did the "shot heard round the world" occur?
51

46 Seven Years War

What is the name of the document written by Thomas
Jefferson during the Second Continental Congress?
What was the name for American colonists who sided
with King George III during the American Revolution?
Where did General George Washington spend the difficult
winter of 1777-1778?
Which country allied with the Continental Army to help
defeat the British?
Which British general surrended to American forces at
Yorktown?

50 Lexington
51 Declaration of Independence
52 Loyalists
53 Valley Forge
54 France
55 Lord Cornwallis

MATHEMATICS
56 What is the formula for the area of a rectangle?

56 Area = Length x Width

57 What is the name of a polygon with four sides?

57 quadrilateral

58

What is an equivalent fraction for ½ with a denominator
of 10?

58 5/10

59 What is the product of 6 and 7?

59 42

60 Round 726 to the nearest hundreds.

60 700

61 Round 17 to the nearest tens.

61 20

62 Reduce 75/100 to its lowest terms.

62 3/4

63 What is 2,407 in expanded form?

63 2000 + 400 +7

64 How many millimeters equal a centimeter?

64 10 millimeters

65 How many ounces are in a pound?

65 16 ounces
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66 What is the top number of a fraction?

66 numerator

67 What is the bottom number of a fraction?

67 denominator

68 What is the answer of a subtraction problem?

68 difference

69 What is the answer of a division problem?

69 quotient

70

What is the name of the straight line running through the
center of a circle?

70 diameter

SCIENCE
71 Which weather instrument measures air pressure?
72

What is it called when two air masses of differing
temperatures and humidity meet?

73 What are the four layers of the Earth from inside out?
74 What are the three types of rock?
75 What is matter made up of only one type of atom?
76

What is the smallest particle of an element keeping the
properties of that element?

71 barometer
72 front
inner core, outer core, mantle,
crust
igneous, sedimentary,
74
metamorphic
73

75 element
76 atom

77 What is static electricity?

77 a build-up of electrical charge

78 What are materials that allow electrons to flow?

78 conductors

Which body system is made up of blood, blood vessels,
and the heart?
Which body system exchanges carbon dioxide for
80
oxygenated air?
79

79 circulatory system
80 respiratory system

ART
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88

The decoration of a page in a manuscript during the
Middle Ages or pages in the Qur'an (Koran) is called
Art of the Middle Ages was primarily ______________ in
nature.
Spires, pointed arches, flying buttresses, and rose
windows are features on __________ architecture.
Name the famous Gothic cathedral located in Paris,
France.
Domes and minarets are examples of ____________
architecture.
An example of Islamic architecture, the Taj Mahal, is
located in which country?
Name one ceremony where an African mask may be
used.
Silk scrolls, calligraphy, and porcelain are all examples of
________________ art.

89 The artist who painted Paul Revere was ___________.
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81 illumination
82 religious
83 Gothic
84 Notre Dame
85 Islamic
86 India
87

ceremonies for planting,
harvesting, or hunting

88 Chinese
89 John Singleton Copley
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The architect
90
located in Charlottesville, VA, is ______________.
SPANISH--Say the following words or phrases in Spanish:

90 Thomas Jefferson

91 to dance

91 bailar

92 to draw

92 dibujar

93 talented

93 talentoso(a)

94 sometimes

94 a veces

95 "my name is"

95 me llamo

96 lunch

96 el almuerzo

97 boring

97 aburrido(a)

98 chair

98 la silla

99 clock

99 el reloj

100 week

100 la semana
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